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G22.2243: High Performance Computer Architecture 
SimpleScalar Assignment #1 

(Due: Oct. 17, 2007) 
 
This exercise is meant to help you better understand how pipelines function and to further familiarize you 
with the SimpleScalar 3.0 toolset. 
 
Assumptions 
 
For the purposes of this exercise, we are assuming the following: 
 
• Perfect instruction cache (no I-cache misses) 
• Perfect data cache (no D-cache misses) 
• No branch prediction 
• Split-phase register access for the writeback (WB) stage. This means that writes to registers occur in 

the first half of the clock cycle, and reads occur in the second half. 
 
The above assumptions mean that for the moment, we will not add cache or branch predictor functionality 
to the simulator (that is left for subsequent assignments). Therefore, for now, no stalling will be required 
in the fetch stage (IF) for instruction cache misses, or in the memory stage (MEM) for data cache misses.  
When branches occur, stalling will be required until the branch condition and target are resolved, which in 
our pipeline will be the execute stage (EX). 

 
Pipeline Model 
 
Other than the above assumptions, the pipeline we will be modeling is the 5-stage pipeline described in 
Hennessy and Patterson, Appendix A, with the main difference being that branch resolution is in the EX 
stage rather than ID. 
 
The following is a brief description of the pipeline stage functionality: 
 
• IF – instruction fetch from memory based on PC+4 or PC provided by branch resolution. 
• ID – instruction decoding, hazard detection, and register fetch. 
• EX –ALU and other computation operations, memory effective address calculation for memory 

instructions, branch resolution. 
• MEM – perform loads/stores to perfect D-cache using address calculated in EX. 
• WB – writeback of results to register file and instruction retirement. 
 
NOTES 
 
1. For the IF stage we are assuming a perfect instruction cache (icache) which will always have the 

instruction we are looking for.  This assumption is not true in a real processor: if the I-cache doesn’t 
contain the required instructions we may have to go out to memory to fetch the instruction, requiring 
us to suffer a cache miss penalty.  However, assuming a perfect I-cache simplifies the assignment 
significantly. In a subsequent assignment, we will add caches and account for miss penalties in both 
the IF and MEM stages. 

2. The decode stage, ID, takes the instruction passed from fetch and decodes it, determining what type 
of operation it is. Because of the design of SimpleScalar, in the first couple of assignments, we will 
actually completely execute the instruction from the standpoint of functional simulation in the decode 
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stage. The EX and subsequent stages merely exist for accurate modeling of timing. We must still 
write appropriate information into the latches so that we can model the pipeline behavior. 

3. wb_finished_s:  An extra pipeline latch is included in the code provided with this assignment. It 
is not a part of the behavioral model, but is merely there to keep information about what actions the 
WB stage has just completed. 

 
Simulator Skeleton Code 
 
0. Download the code distribution for this assignment from: 

  /home/mb/CompArch/assign1.tar 
1. Upon unpacking this distribution (as described in the Assignment 0 handout), you should see a file, 

sim-pipe.c, which is a slightly modified version of sim-base.c from Assignment 0. sim-
pipe.c contains a few hints on how to proceed with the assignment. 

2. The basic thing to note is that there are 5 functions corresponding to the 5 stages of the pipeline, and 
that several structures have been provided to serve as the inter-stage latches (or pipeline registers in 
Hennessey and Patterson terminology). The main simulator loop simulates as one cycle: WB, MEM, 
EX, ID, IF. (traversing the stages in backwards order allows reading of a latch by a later stage in the 
pipeline before it is overwritten in the current cycle of simulated execution). 

3. The following is the code for the stage latch: 
 

/* naming convention follows H&P latch name convention */ 
struct stage_latch { 

int busy;           /* latch stage is busy */ 
md_inst_t IR;       /* instruction bits */ 
md_addr_t PC;       /* PC */ 
md_addr_t NPC;      /* the new PC */ 
md_addr_t addr;     /* mem address to read or write */ 
int out1;    /* output 1 register number */ 
int out2;    /* output 2 register number */ 

 int in1;    /* input 1 register number */ 
 int in2;    /* input 2 register number */ 
 int in3;    /* input 3 register number */ 

enum md_opcode op;  /* decoded op code */ 
int will_exit;      /* will this inst force the pgm to exit */ 

} if_id_s, id_ex_s, ex_mem_s, mem_wb_s, wb_finished_s; 
 

This is the information the instructor feels might be necessary to have available for the pipeline you 
are simulating. You may augment this structure if you feel you need additional information in any of 
the stages. 
out1-2, and in1-3 are provided for hazard detection purposes. machine.def (linked to target-
pisa/pisa.def) names the inputs and outputs for each instruction.  The DEFINST macro 
included in sim-pipe.c will allow you to gather the necessary input and output register 
information needed for hazard detection. 
will_exit is provided as a measure to prevent cycle miscounts due to the fact that we will 
actually be executing instructions in the ID stage. will_exit is basically a variable that will 
prevent the exit system call in the program (signalling the end of the program) from being executed 
until the WB stage. This is a slight violation of the normal behavior of our pipeline, but if we allow 
the exit system call to execute in either ID (for SimpleScalar) or EX (for a real pipeline), the program 
will terminate without allowing the exit instruction to reach the WB stage when it will truly have 
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been “completed.” Not tracking this case means that we will have under-counted the total number of 
cycles to complete the program. 
 

Sample Test Code and Sample Output 
 
1. Assembly Code Programs. Three small sample assembly code programs: raw.S, branch.S, 

and branch2.S have been provided as sample tests for you to use during your simulator 
development. To compile these, simply use  
/home/mb/CompArch/bin/ssbig-na-trix-gcc, with the –nostdlib flag.  
The flag prevents the C standard library from being compiled into your code, thus limiting your 
instruction count to the number of instructions in your assembly code file (makes it easier to assess 
whether your cycle count is correct). An example: 

/home/mb/CompArch/bin/ssbig-na-sstrix-gcc  
   –o raw raw.S –nostdlib –O0 
 
This takes raw.S, compiles it with no optimizations and names the binary raw. 
Feel free to modify these test cases to test other types of hazards and other scenarios. NOTE: if you 
want to comment your assembly code with C-style comments, your assembly code file needs to have 
a “.S” suffix instead of “.s”. 

2. Sample output.  Reference output (based on runs on the department SUNs) is provided for 
branch.S, branch2.S,and raw.S for the first part of this assignment (without data 
forwarding). These files are named branch.output, branch2.output,and raw.output. 
The reference simulator was run with the –v flag set. This provides you with a code “trace”, which 
will allow you to track whether your simulator is executing instructions correctly. (You will need to 
add the code to print statements similar to those shown in the output). The general form of the output 
file is as follows (a slightly modified version of what the verbose flag prints in sim-safe.c): 

 
Stage   Cycle #  Inst #    Address Assembly Code 
fetch:      1      0 [xor: 0x7fff8008] @ 0x004000f0: addiu     r4,r0,0 
decod:      2      1 [xor: 0x7fff8008] @ 0x004000f0: addiu     r4,r0,0 
   

Stages that are missing from the output during certain cycles do not perform any work during that 
stage, i.e., they are stalling. After the trace, the simulation statistics follow, listing the number of 
instructions executed and the total number of cycles used during execution. 
 
I have also included a handy awk script (thanks to Geert Bosch for providing this), pipe.script, 
which allows you to visually see the instruction flow through the different pipeline stages. Invoke the 
script as below: 
 sh pipe.script < branch.output > branch.out.pipe 
 
 

Some Modifications Before Starting 
 
1. You will need to modify the file, Makefile, in the simplesim directory to compile your new 

simulator. Follow the instructions provided for Assignment 0, Part IV. 
2. loader.c. This file loads binary programs for execution in the simulator.  There is a slight bug 

where the loader attempts to read a segment even if it is empty (i.e. size==0). Therefore, on lines 504 
and 554 of loader.c, please alter the line which reads: 

if (fread(p, shdr.s_size, 1, fobj) < 1) 
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to the following 
if(shdr.s_size>0 && (fread(p, shdr.s_size, 1, fobj) < 1)) 

 
This basically short circuits the read attempt if the segment header has size 0. 

The Assignment 
 
The assignment consists of two parts. 
 
In the first part, you are to write out the functionality of each pipeline stage so as to simulate a 5-stage 
pipeline without result forwarding. To take an example, for instruction_fetch(), you will write 
code that checks if the if_id_s latch is ready for you to start writing information into it. If it is, then 
you will execute the appropriate code to do the instruction fetch, the result from which is stored into 
if_id_s. Additional code in the instruction_fetch function needs to handle the case where 
fetches must be stalled pending the resolution of a branch instruction The same process applies for the 
remaining pipeline stages (modulo the functionality of each stage described earlier).  
 
Your simulator should do the following: (1) execute program instructions; (2) detect data and control 
hazards; and (3) stall as appropriate (stall on control and data hazards). Note that both control and data 
hazards are detected in the ID stage, although the former has the effect of stalling the IF stage. 
 
In the second part of the assignment, you will extend your simulator to model result forwarding between 
pipeline stages. This should be a relatively straightforward extension to the functionality you would have 
already implemented for the first part. 
 
Submission Instructions 
 
Please send e-mail to the instructor (mb@cs.nyu.edu) by the due date attaching a tar file containing the 
following pieces: (1) your simulator source code (this should be just the file sim-pipe.c); (2) output 
generated by your simulator on the provided test programs (and any additional programs posted on the 
mailing list); (3) a brief README file describing your work and any outstanding problems. 

 
The assignment will go much smoother if you focus on getting it working in stages. Work on getting 
instructions flowing through the pipeline smoothly before worrying about getting hazards detected.  When 
you get that working as you’d like, work on detecting data hazards, then control hazards. 
 


